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NM Medical Cannabis Program (MCP)

Grow New Mexico, Legalize Marijuana

• Nearly 50,000 New Mexicans Are Currently Enrolled As Patients in the Program

– Every single county has residents who participate in the MCP

– 21 medical conditions are eligible for participation 

• Currently DOH Permits: 

– 35 Licensed Non-Profit Producers

– 20 Product Manufacturers and Courier Services

– 4 Testing Laboratories (1 located south of the federal check-point)

• Medicine is tested for quality, safety and cannabinoid content before sales are 
allowed per Department rule. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are about 50,000 people in the medical cannabis program, spread across every county in New Mexico. Patient enrollment increases every month. In the last 12 months, due to various factors,  the size of the program has doubled. The Dept. of Health licenses producers, manufacturers, couriers, and laboratories which cultivate and sell cannabis to patients across the state. Like most businesses and services the vast majority of these operations are located in the central rio grande corridor, with concentrations heaviest in Bernalillo, Santa Fe and Sandoval counties.  But, there are 19 Counties that have at least one location where patients can purchase medicine.  And licensed couriers bring medicine to those who cannot travel to a licensed distributor. In 2015 the Dept. added rules to require testing by independent laboratories to ensure quality and safety standards for medical cannabis consumers. Producers must contract with one of the four licensed labs and have their products tested. Testing is required for cannabinoid content, molds and toxins. Currently no pesticides are approved or banned for use, and there are no testing requirements in place.  Medical cannabis products are labeled with suggested serving size, 10 mg THC = 1 serving and required to be tested for homogenization to ensure equal distribution throughout product for equal dosing.(If asked about current testing: DPA recommends that DOH replace current testing requirements with national best-practices published in 2014 by the American Herbal Products Association in consultation with ASA, a medical cannabis patient advocacy group.)
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Medical Cannabis – An Economic 
Driver for New Mexico

Grow New Mexico, Legalize Marijuana
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently the 35 producers pay an average of $50,000 in Gross Receipts Taxes every quarter.  This year that will translate to about $6Million dollars in tax revenue., in addition to the nearly $3Million paid in licensing fees.  Add to this the state income taxes and ancillary costs of business and medical cannabis is already contributing significantly to New Mexico’s economy
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Medical Cannabis – An Economic 
Driver for New Mexico

Grow New Mexico, Legalize Marijuana

• 1,000 New Mexicans are Employed by Licensed Non-Profit Producers (LNPP). 
Product Manufacturers, Couriers 

• 35 Producers that Operate 60 Dispensing Locations

– Heavy geographic concentration in metro corridor: Bernalillo, Santa Fe and Sandoval 
counties

– $2.7 Million collected by Dept. of Health in annual licensing fees

– The program has 28 FTEs that administer the program.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The medical cannabis program is an economic driver. Medical cannabis producers already generate more than 1,000 jobs.The program self-funds through licensing fees of nearly $3 Million dollars that pay for around 28 Full Time Program Staff at NM DOH. It requires no funds There are 35 producers are licensed to provide cannabis to patients across the state, and each pay between $30,000 and $90,000 per year to the NM Dept. of Health for permission to operate. The fee depends on how many plants the producer intends to grow. 
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Ways NM MCP Could Better Serve 
Patients and Communities in Rural 
New Mexico:

Grow New Mexico, Legalize Marijuana

• Open Licensure Application Process for Additional LNPPs Specifically in 
Areas That Are Currently Underserved New Mexico 

• Amend Department Rules and Regulations to:
• Establish process for patients with personal production licenses sell 

medicine grown in excess of their needs to sell medicine into the 
licensed non-profit producers / business entity system

• Establish rules permitting community gardens and allowing caregivers 
to cultivate medicine for multiple patients

• Establish a rules for gift exchanges of medicine between qualified 
patients

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Patients in many parts of the state are underserved by the current LNPPs, and with an increasing patient population the department should act immediately to open the licensing process for additional producers. We should learn from the past and begin the process now before supply is completely stripped by patient demand.The Department should consider incentivizing operators that want to locate in areas with smaller populations, for instance by reducing fees for certain applicants. Rules and regulations should be updated.  Patients who grow their own medicine should be able to possess their entire harvest. Personal Production License holders should also be able to sell excess medicine into the LNPP system,  with appropriate health and saftety testing measures in place.Cooperative cultivation should be permitted including individuals to grow medicine for multiple patients.Patients should be able to gift medicine to other qualified patients legally.
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Why Do We Support the Taxation and 
Regulation of Marijuana?
• Reduce harm

The criminalization of marijuana use disproportionately harms young people and 
people of color, sponsors massive levels of violence and corruption, and fails to curb 
youth access.

• Create jobs
Legalizing and regulating marijuana will bring one of the nation's largest cash crops 
under the rule of law. This will create jobs and economic opportunities in the formal 
economy instead of the illicit market.

• Save money
Scarce law enforcement resources will be better used to ensure public safety while 
reducing corrections and court costs. State and local governments would acquire 
significant new sources of tax revenue from regulating marijuana sales.

• Promote consumer safety
Marijuana product testing is becoming a standard requirement for legalized marijuana 
markets. This means consumers are better informed about the marijuana they use.

Grow New Mexico, Legalize Marijuana
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The United States are a laboratory of democracy. Voting and citizen advocacy & engagement are integral to this process. So, before we do a deep dive into New Mexico,  let’s check out what other states are doingLaws to legalize marijuana for adult social use, and for people who are chronically sick or terminally are being passed coast to coast, and have picked up momentum in the last few years.In 2016 marijuana is legal for adult use, sales and cultivation in eight states and Washington DC: CO, WA, OR, AK, CA, NV, ME. Washington DC also legalized marijuana use and possession.Four states approved medical cannabis on the 2016 ballot, including Florida and Arkansas, and recently West Virginia just passed a law through their state legislature. Medical cannabis is legal in 28 states, and many more have decriminalized marijuana use and possession. 
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So Far, So Good
What We Know About Marijuana Legalization in Colorado, Washington, 
Alaska, Oregon and Washington, D.C. 

Grow New Mexico, Legalize Marijuana

Colorado has realized half a billion dollars in taxes and fees since legalization.
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So Far, So Good

Grow New Mexico, Legalize Marijuana

Marijuana Use Among Colorado Youth

Source: Chart originally published in “Marijuana Use Among Youth in Colorado,” Colorado 
Healthy Kids Survey (2015).

“We have not experienced any 
significant issues as a result of 
legalization. I think a lot of people think 
when you legalize you are going from 
zero to some high-use number, but they 
forget that even when marijuana is not 
legal, one in four adults and one in five 
kids are probably using on a somewhat 
regular basis. What we’ve found since 
legalization is that those numbers 
haven’t really changed.”

- Dr. Larry Wolk, head of Colorado’s 
Department of Public Health and 
Environment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No rise in underage useAccording to figures from the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment, in 2015, 21 percent of Colorado youths reported having used marijuana in the past 30 days.Teen use in Colorado has fallen 4% since 2009. Nationally, it's at a 20-year low.That’s less than the national average and less than the 25 percent reported in 2009. Meanwhile, a 2016 study from the Washington State Healthy Youth Survey found that rates of cannabis use among 8th, 10th, and 12th graders haven’t changed significantly in the last ten years.Even nationally, according to the federal National Survey on Drug Use and Health, teen marijuana use is at a 20 year low.
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So Far, So Good

Grow New Mexico, Legalize Marijuana

Traffic Fatalities Rate per 100 Million Vehicle Miles Traveled

Source: Fatalities and Fatality Rates by STATE 1994 – 2014: USA National Highway 
Transportation Safety Administration, NCSA Data Resource Website, Fatality Analysis Reporting 
(FARS) Encyclopedia (2016).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Traffic Fatalities Did Not IncreaseOpponents of legalization often point to misleading statistics showing a rise in “marijuana-related” traffic accidents, but as I noted in a comprehensive primer on drugged driving for Leafly, the Rocky Mountain High Intensity Drug Task Force—a federally funded law enforcement organization dedicated to suppressing illegal drugs—admitted in a 2015 report that the term “marijuana-related” does not “necessarily prove that marijuana was the cause of the incident,” and applies “any time marijuana shows up in the toxicology report [of drivers]. It could be marijuana only or marijuana with other drugs and/or alcohol.” It also could mean cannabis use that took place days or weeks before the accident.Meanwhile, a comprehensive study published this June in the American Journal of Public Health found that “three years after recreational marijuana legalization, changes in motor vehicle crash fatality rates for Washington and Colorado were not statistically different from those in similar states without recreational marijuana legalization.”
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Do you support /oppose a marijuana legalization bill  
where the revenue would be used to pay for health care
programs and drug and alcohol rehabilitation programs 
throughout the State? 

Grow New Mexico, Legalize Marijuana

69% Support

2016 by Research & Polling Inc

NM Residents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do New Mexicans think? Most recent polling, done in 2016 by Research & Polling Inc., Brian Sanderoff, shows that a majority of people in all regions of the state support legalization. A phone survey was conducted and people were told: A bill has been proposed in New Mexico that would legalize, tax and regulate marijuana sales to adults 21 and over, similar to what is done with alcohol. Would you support or oppose such a measure? Do you strongly (support/ oppose) it or somewhat (support/ oppose) it?  Results 61% Support mj legalization 34% opposeThen the people were told:Under this proposal there would be restrictions on where marijuana can be produced, purchased, and consumed. The tax revenue generated from the sale of marijuana would be used to pay for health care programs and drug and alcohol rehabilitation programs throughout the state. Knowing this, would you support of opposed this measure to legalize and regulate the sale and use of marijuana in New Mexico for adults 21 and over?  Do you strongly (support/ oppose) it or somewhat (support/ oppose) it?Knowing that tax revenue from mj sales would support health care and addiction treatment services, Support rose from 61% to 69%, and  opposition fell from 34% to just 28%
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How will legalizing marijuana grow 
New Mexico? Commerce.

Grow New Mexico, Legalize Marijuana

The 
marijuana 
market 
projection is 
$740 Million 
by year five 
after 
legalization 
passes in 
NM. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce:Social Use of Cannabis – A New Mexico Market Forecast - O’Donnell Strategies, Published Sept 2016,  (plug campaign -sign up, link to report in TY noteSince we share a border with CO and share similar characteristics as a tourist destination it provides a good example of how this can look and roll out into benefits for the community and state. How legalizing marijuana will grow our economy:Sales: projections Y1: $410M, increasing to $660M in Y5. The agricultural crop will be worth more than 3 times NM’s annual Pecan crop.Could also create a market for hemp, an industrial ag. product that encourages investment, enterprise, and commerce. *Hemp market potential isn’t included in the economic forecast! Last year Colorado generated $135 Million dollars in taxation and licensing fees last year and it is going to schools, CO also saw increased tourism, in number of jobs, and new enterpriseLegalizing marijuana… Protects kids by improving public safety, redirecting law enforcement resources to dangerous crimeLegalizing marijuana… Could support children's education through tax revenueFor example, using the numbers in the last slide – sales of $410M  example of a 15% excise tax would generate more than $60 Million dollars – almost half last year’s shortfall. Legalizing marijuana can also support local needs by allowing counties to add a small tax to support their community.2016 poll shows New Mexicans support legalization more than 60%, up to 68% support this if revenue is directed to support educationWe will talk more about kids and marijuana later.
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How will legalizing marijuana grow 
New Mexico? Job Creation.

Grow New Mexico, Legalize Marijuana

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How legalizing marijuana will grow our economy:  Employment opportunities – Job creation: More than 10,000 new are predicted. For  reference, that about the size of the film/TV industry in NM
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Generate desperately needed tax 
revenue to fund education, 
infrastructure and public health 
needs.

Grow New Mexico, Legalize Marijuana
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Adult Use of Cannabis Can Help Rural 
Economies: Bolster municipal tax bases, 
funding a variety of improvements.

Grow New Mexico, Legalize Marijuana

Trinidad, CO

Before legalization: “A plunge in oil prices drove two major oil and natural gas companies away from 
this small town off Interstate 25. Trinidad, whose economy was historically fueled by the coal industry, 
has lost 10 percent of its population over the past five years.” 

Post legalization: “Sales tax receipts overall jumped 21 percent last year, and the city didn’t lose 
population for the first year in five years. The $1.5 million in marijuana sales tax the city has garnered 
has been used to replace old infrastructure, pay down part of Trinidad’s debt and even help redesign a 
city block as apartments for a growing art community.”

Source: High Country News “Rural Economies Get High on Legal Cannabis.” Nov. 15, 2016

Pueblo, CO

“Pueblo County, Colorado, home of one of the largest legal open-air marijuana farms in America, is 
sending students to college on the $425,000 in taxes it made.”

Source: Business Insider. May 21, 2017
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Adult Use of Cannabis Can Help 
Rural Economies: Cannabis sales 
can create new jobs.

Grow New Mexico, Legalize Marijuana

De Beque, CO
“An oil and gas town off Interstate 70 near the Utah border, is home to two 
recreational marijuana shops, an indoor growing facility and barely 500 people. 
The cannabis industry has created about 35 new jobs there. In 2015, revenue 
from marijuana sales tax alone was about $340,000, nearly 20 percent of De 
Beque’s $2 million budget.”
Source: High Country News “Rural Economies Get High on Legal Cannabis.” Nov. 15, 2016
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MOVING FORWARD IN NM

Grow New Mexico, Legalize Marijuana
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POLICY QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER

What amount should be legal? 

Should personal cultivation be legal? How much?

Limits on personal possession, use, and cultivation: 
Where can it be prohibited? No public consumption or smoking? Not near a school?

Protections for users
Do we provide any civil protections? Employment discrimination? Housing discrimination? Child 
custody? Probation or parole revocation? Expungements or record-sealing for persons with prior 
marijuana criminal histories?

State Regulatory Agency - What agency should regulate?

Regulatory structure - How should the licensing structure work?
Should there be a limit on the number issued or a requirement that a certain number be issued? 
Qualifications? Geographic requirements? Licensing fees? Should we say what they should be and if 
so how much?

Taxes
At what point should taxes be collected—Wholesale? Retail?
How much should the tax be? A percentage? A set amount (ie $20-50 an ounce)?
Should we earmark the revenue? For what?

Localities - Opt-in or opt-out?

Age limits/Minors
18 or 21?What should happen to minors who possess or grow marijuana?
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POLICY QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER

Marijuana tourism
Do we require in-state ID?
Residency requirements?

Workplace
How do we best protect employers and the workplace?
Do we protect employees with THC in their system but who are not impaired at work?

Driving
How do we best maintain DUI laws and protect people on the road?
Do we protect drivers with THC in their system but who are not impaired while driving?

Consumer protection
Product safety and quality control requirements?
Labeling requirements? Testing?

Environmental Issues
Do we require that marijuana be cultivated in an environmentally sustainable way? How?

Advertising
Do limit advertising or allow the regulatory agency or localities to do so?

Medical marijuana
How do we protect current medical patients so they still have access to affordable and quality 
medicine?
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Legalizing marijuana for adult use is 
an opportunity to grow New 
Mexico’s economy, keeping us true 
to our values and what we care most 
about: The wellbeing of our children, 
healthy communities, and robust 
economic future for our state.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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For more information:

Drug Policy Alliance
Emily Kaltenbach
Jessica Gelay
nm@drugpolicy.org 
505-983-3277
www.GrowNM.org

Grow New Mexico, Legalize Marijuana
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